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Conference Programme: 22nd EUROCLIO Annual Professional Training and Development Conference, 20 - 25 April 2015, Helsingor, Denmark

MESSAGE FROM THE EUROCLIO PRESIDENT
Dear friends and colleagues,
After a whole lot of ceaseless preparation, we can at last come together in this
beautiful place to have this year´s Annual EUROCLIO Conference. The Danish team,
supported by our secretariat conference team, have put together an exciting
program for our conference week! Regardless, whether this is your first EUROCLIO
conference or you´re already an experienced member of our EUROCLIO family,
you´re in for fruitful workshops, lively debates, on-site learning and … meeting a
great number of people who share your professional interest in history and civics
education. So, on behalf of the board, it is my pleasure to welcome you all here and
to wish you a great conference week!
Sylvia Semmet, President of the EUROCLIO Board

PROGR AMME (FULL OVERVIEW PP. 6-19)

AT A GLANCE
Monday 20 April

Tuesday 21 April

All Day
08:15 - 08:45
Arrival of Participants Registration
12:30 Optional City 08:45 - Welcome
Tour for Early Arrivals Mayor of Helsingør
14:00 - 17:00
Registration
17:00 - 19:00 Official
Opening
18:30 Intro Danish
educational system
19:00 Nordic
Icebreaking
19:30 Dinner in Hotel
21:00 Intercultural
Evening

09:00 - 10:00
Key Note Speech
Bo Lidegaard
Developing
democracy, building
welfare
10:00 Challenges
in Making History
Education beyond
Borders Tatiana
Milko, Steven
Stegers
10:30 - 11:00
Coffee Break

Wednesday 22 April Thursday 23 April
09:00 - 10:00
Key Note Speech
Antoon de Baets
Democracy and
Historical writing
10:00 - 13:00 World
Cafe Challenges of
democracy and civil
society
13:00 - 15:00
Networking Lunch
15:00 - 16:30 Parallel
workshops round 3
16:30 - 17:00
Coffee Break
17:00 - 18:30 Parallel
workshops round 4
19:00 Dinner in Hotel

11:00 - 12:30
21:00 International
Interactive Debate Pubquiz
Open societies emerging from
a conflicting
past? Ioannis
Dimitrakopoulous,
Jens Dalsgaard,
Maria Ecker

08:30 Departure for
school visits
09:00 - 12:00 Onsite Learning:
Parallel School
Visits in groups to
different primary,
secondary and
adult education
schools
11:30 - 12:00
Departure to
International
People’s College

Friday 24 April Saturday 25 April Sunday 26 April
07:30
Departure to
Copenhagen
09:00 Guided
Tour Royal
Reception
Rooms
10:00 Group
picture and
walk to
parliament

08:30 - 09:00
Registration
and payment of
Membership Fees
09:00 - 12:30
Democracy in
Action: EUROCLIO
General Assembly
2014
12:30 - 13:30
Lunch Break

10:45 Visit
Danish
Parliament

13:30 Departure
for thematic visits

12:30 - 13:30
Lunch at College

13:00 Packed
Lunch

13:30 - 16:00
Visit International
People’s College

13:00 Thematic
City Walks

14:00 - 17:00
Thematic Visits in
2 groups

16:00 Departure to
Konventum
19:00 Dinner in
Hotel

All Day
Departure of
Participants

17:30 Departure
to Konventum

15:00 Free Time
20.00
21:00
Festive Evening
Departure to
with Gala Dinner
Konventum,
meeting point:
Slotsholmgrade

20:30 Political Cafes

12:30 - 14:00
Lunch Break
14:00 - 15:30 Parallel
workshops round 1
15:30 - 16:00
Coffee Break
16:00 - 17:30 Parallel
workshops round 2
18:30 Dinner in hotel
20:00 Open Sessions
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THE ORGANISERS
LOCAL ORGANISERS
David Kyng was born in
1959. He graduated from
Aarhus Universitet in 1986
with a degree in history,
social and political science.
Since 1989, he has worked in
Viby Gymnasium (secondary
school). In 2009, he became
a member of the board of the Danish HTA,
and since 2013, he has been the chairman.
Apart from that, he has been involved in
teachers training and he has edited and cowritten history textbooks.
Jenny Cecilia Strid MA (cand.
mag) in History and Religion.
Working as a teacher at Odense
Katedralskole in Odense, a

gymnasium or upper secondary high school,
teaching the subjects History and Religious
History. Member of the board of The Danish
History Teachers Association since 2009, with
special responsibility for international contacts.
Rasmus Østergaard is graduated
from Københanvs Universitet in
2000 with a degree in history and
mathematics. Since 2012, he has
worked at Fredericia Gymnasium
(secondary school). In 2009, he
became a member of the board
of the Danish HTA, and has been treasurer ever
since. Apart from that, he has been involved in
teachers training and contributed to textbooks.

Lars Henriksen MA (cand.mag) in
History and Danish from Aarhus
University. Teaching History and
Danish at Herning Gymnasium,
an upper secondary high school.
Member of the board of The
Danish History Teachers Association since
2013.
Trine Finne Loo MA (cand.mag)
in History and sports. Working as
a teacher at Aurehøj Gymnasium
in Copenhagen, a gymnasium
or upper secondary high school.
Member of the board of The Danish History
Teachers Association since 2009, with special
responsibility for the facebook site of the
Danish HTA.

EUROCLIO SECRETARIAT CONFERENCE TEAM
Jonathan Even-Zohar,
NL, (MA), Director at EUROCLIO, has a degree in
History from Leiden University, relating to WorldHistorical perspectives in
History Education with an
honorary Crayenborgh-degree in Islam and
Europe. At EUROCLIO he managed Projects
in Bulgaria, Cyprus and Former Yugoslavia
including various visits to the countries, international conferences, seminars and workshops. Within these projects, many aspects
of publishing, curriculum development,
political influence and general attitudes
towards History Education are developed.
At the EUROCLIO Secretariat he is responsible for office and financial operations and
staff coordination, as well as the running of
the program History that Connects, How to
teach sensitive and controversial history in
the countries of former Yugoslavia.
Contact information: jonathan@euroclio.
eu
Aysel Gojayeva, is a
post-graduate student
from Leiden University
in the Netherlands in
MA European Union
Studies. Her BA degree was in the field
of Methodology of Teaching Foreign Languages: English. Before her studies in the

Netherlands, she was actively involved into the
youth work as the elected board member of European Students’ Association Baku Public Union
(AEGEE-Baki) in her home country Azerbaijan.
Aysel was later elected a multiplier of the Youth
In Action Programme (YIA) within SALTO Eastern
Europe and Caucasus Resource Centre supported by the European Commission and held this
position from March 2009 till September 2010.
Currently she is a Project Manager at EUROCLIO.
Her activities are mainly framed within coordination of international training seminars, and
management of the Sharing History, Cultural
Dialogues Project.
Contact information: aysel@euroclio.eu
Judith Geerling, project manager at EUROCLIO. She obtained a BA
(2010) and MA (2012) in
International Relations
at the Rijksuniversiteit
Groningen, the Netherlands. For this Master,
she did an internship at
the Human Rights Department of the Dutch
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. She also obtained a
MA (2011) in Conflict Studies and Human Rights
at the University of Utrecht, for which she did
three months of fieldwork in Sierra Leone, Africa. Although not a graduate in history, she
is very interested in the role history education
can play in conflict prevention and sustaining
peace in conflict-affected regions. Her work at

EUROCLIO includes Historiana projects, History that Connects Programme, the Mediterranean Dialogues Programme, and work as
Head of Network for the Anna Lindh Foundation Netherlands Network.
Contact information: judith@euroclio.eu
Ben Kealey applied for the
opportunity to become a
trainee at EUROCLIO after
learning about the organization online. He has recently
finished a Master’s Degree in
Modern History at Queen’s
University Belfast and plans
to become a History Teacher
after he finishes his placement. During his
studies, he became particularly interested in
the Cold War and how varied the perceptions
were of the period across the world. He hopes
to use his experience at EUROCLIO to learn
about the teaching of History across Europe
and how the organization works to ensure
tolerance and understanding in classrooms
around Europe. He is also looking forward to
the new experience of working with an INGO
and furthering his communication skills. For
Ben, “the responsible use of history can ensure understanding of the need for tolerance
and equality as well as providing knowledge
and a sense of identity in building towards a
better future.
Contact information: ben@euroclio.eu

Danish Educational System
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SPONSORS AND PARTNERS:
EUROCLIO would like to express gratitude to the sponsors and partners listed below. Without generous support in recognition of the
importance of our work in general, and this conference in particular, we would not have been able to gather as we shall do in the days
ahead.
Danish Historic Common Bank

Maritime Museum
of Denmark

SCHOOLS

Tourist Office Nordsjælland
Columbia Publishing House
National Center of Culture

Technical Museum of Denmark

Helsingør Municipality

PARTICIPATION SUPPORT:
In close partnership with many of its Member Associations, EUROCLIO is running a series of Regional and International Programmes. More
information is available on www.euroclio.eu
The Danish History Teachers Association enables the participation of 13 educators from Armenia, Cyprus, Georgia, Hungary, India,
Israel, Lithuania, Moldova, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, and Spain.
History that Connects is a programme searching for a collaborative approach to teaching sensitive and controversial issues in SouthEast-Europe. This programme is generously supported by the Open Society Foundations Education Support Programme and it is
endorsed within the United Nations Alliance of Civilizations Regional Strategy for South Eastern Europe. This enables the participation of
8 Educators from Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo, Republic of Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and Slovenia.
Historiana is a programme that offers educators and students an on-line educational multimedia tool that promotes multi-perspective,
cross-border and comparative historical sources to supplement their national history textbooks. Within this programme the EU Erasmus+
Jean Monnet Programme enables the participation of 2 participants from Belgium and United Kingdom. The EU Europe for Citizens
Programme provides core funding for EUROCLIO which enables the participation of 2 participants from The Netherlands and Denmark
within the Historiana Programme.
International History Network is an alliance of history education professional organisations forming a global-level platform in order
to stimulate collaboration through joint mapping, projects and advocacy. With core support of the EU Europe for Citizens Programme
EUROCLIO is able to support 8 participants from Germany, Korea, The Netherlands, United Kingdom and United States.
With the support of the EU Erasmus+ Key Action 1 Programme, two EUROCLIO staff members are funded to train representatives of
national History Educators’ Associations on issues such as Association Management, Membership Involvement, Fundraising, Advocacy,
Communication, Teaching Tools Development, etc. through an open session on 21 April.

GLOBAL VOICES of the EUROCLIO HONORARY BOARD
Vancouver | Dr. Peter Seixas (Professor
and Canada Research Chair, Centre for
the Study of Historical Consciousness,
University of British Columbia) “I wish
you all the best in your deliberations
on “Roads to Democracy: Can History
Teaching Pave the Way?” I do not need
to say what a crucially relevant topic this
is for Europe and the world in 2015. It is
a stroke of brilliance for the Organizing
Committee to frame this as a question.
Of course, all of us in history education
have a stake in “Yes!” as an answer, but at

the same time, we need to be realistic. What
are our powers, what are our limitations,
how can we be most effective? May you
have lively and productive discussions over
the course of the Annual Conference!”
Istanbul | Assoc. Prof. Halit Eren (Director
General, IRCICA) “Exploring the ways and
methods of activating the profound impact
of history teaching in leading society to
democratization is a praiseworthy initiative
which you are enriching with country
examples. I congratulate the organizers
and wish success to the conference”.

Riga | Vaira Vike-Freiberga (President of
Latvia (1999-2007) and currently President
of the Club de Madrid) There is no more
important subject than the teaching of history
for an understanding of why and how we have
reached the conditions we live in. The teachers
of history carry a heavy responsibility, since
history can be ‘rewritten’, distorted and falsified
as well as reflect the past as objectively as is
humanly possible. I wish them patience and
courage in carrying out their tasks and send
them all my warmest greetings”.
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Contact Information
Aysel Gojayeva, Conference Manager EUROCLIO
Ben Kealey, Conference Assistance EUROCLIO
Rasmus Oestergaard, Local organiser
Conventum Centre
Emergency number
Doctor (Injury/Illness)
Country Code

+31 6 14 613 595
+44 7528621968
+4554825919
+4549280900
112
1813
+45

Venue Information
Konventum Centre
Gl. Hellebækvej 70
3000 Helsingor
Denmark
http://www.konventum.dk/forside
During the Conference EUROCLIO will have an office in B-36 in the Konventum Centre. Feel free to approach us for any
questions, anytime.
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PROGRAMME

MONDAY 20 APRIL
ALL
DAY
12.30

Arrival of participants

18.30
19.00
19.00
21.00

Introduction to the Danish Education System by Benny Christensen (EUROCLIO Ambassador, Danish HTA)
Nordic Icebreaking by Trine Loo (Danish HTA)

Optional programe for early arriving participants in Copenhagen (city tour provided by DHTA Members,
luggage drop off will be arranged, and group departure to the conference venue will be arranged)
Meeting point: Main Railway Station
14.00- Registration at Konventum Conference Centre
17.00
17.00 Welcome to Helsingør
Sylvia Semmet, President of EUROCLIO
David Kyng, President of Danish History Teachers Association
Majbritt Bager, Director Municipal Museum Helsingør
Peter Brunbech, Director National Centre of Excellence for the Dissemination of History and Cultural Heritage
Sven Tetzlaff, Head of the Department of Education, Körber Foundation
Marina Hoffmann or Charlotte Penzien, Welcome from Konventum – a conscious choice for the conference
Jonathan Even-Zohar, Director of EUROCLIO – Programme Introduction

Dinner

Intercultural Evening in Konventum (see page15)

Optional Programme
During this city walk in central Copenhagen important sites of Danish history are visited.
This includes the Liberty Memorial, which is placed on “Vesterbrogade” opposite the
Grand Central Station - and was erected in 1779 on its present location - which was at
that time far outside the ramparts of the city; and the Rosenborg Castle which was built
by one of the most famous Scandinavian kings, Christian IV, in the early 17th century
and houses the crown jewels and has the Knights’ Hall with the coronation thrones and
three life-size silver lions standing guard. The walk also includes taking a tour of the
waterfront to view how modern Copenhagen is developing.
Bo Lidegaard is
Executive
Editor-inChief at Politiken, the
leading Danish daily.
Before joining Politiken,
Bo Lidegaard served as a
diplomat and as Deputy
Permanent Secretary in the office of
succeeding Danish Prime Ministers.
Trained as an historian, Bo Lidegaard
has published a number of bestselling
books, mostly on aspects of Danish
history in the 20th century. His books
published in English include “A Short
History of Denmark in the 20th Century”
and “Countrymen. The Untold Story
of how Denmark’s Jews Escaped the
Nazis”.

Tatiana Minkina-Milko is currently Head of History Education Programmes in the Directorate
of Democratic Citizenship and Participation in the Council of Europe (CoE). By her education she
is a historian (Phd in history). Before she started her work at the CoE in 1996 she was a professor at
the historical faculty of the Moscow State University. She is the author of a number of publications
on intercultural relations and on teaching history in conflict and post-conflict situations. In her
work in the CoE Dr Minkina-Milko is responsible for the development of activities in the framework
of the intergovernmental project on Shared histories for a Europe without dividing lines which
brings together 50 countries Party to the European Cultural Convention as well as for bilateral
and regional co-operation programmes. During the last years special emphasis in her work was
given to teaching and learning history in conflict and post-conflict areas and to how to teach and
lean history in the situation of increasing diversity.
Steven Stegers is the Programme Director of EUROCLIO – European Association of History
Educators, where he works since 2006. He studied Social and Organisational Psychology (MSc)
and History at Leiden University. Within EUROCLIO, he is responsible for the management of
three long-term programmes (Sharing History, Cultural Dialogues – Innovating History in the
Black Sea Region; Mediterranean Dialogues in the Euro-Med region; and Historiana – Your Portal
to the Past) and fundraising. He has contributed to the implementation of cross-border history
education projects in Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Cyprus, Georgia, Germany,
Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lebanon, Moldova, Montenegro, the Netherlands, Poland, Slovakia,
Turkey, Ukraine, and the United Kingdom.

Interactive Debate

Gabriele Woidelko, Program Director Education, Körber Foundation, Spokesperson of the EUSTORY Steering Committee,
Hamburg (Germany). University degree in History, Slavonic and Turkish Studies; joined the Körber Foundation in 1996. Executive
Director and Spokesperson of the Steering Committee of EUSTORY, the History Network for Young Europeans since early 2000.
EUSTORY is a network of civil society organizations conducting educational activities for pupils/students aged 16-25 in the field of
history, identity and citizenship in currently 25 countries of Europe. Since 2011, also responsible for FutureLab Europe, a program for
bright, ambitious alumni of 10 European foundations who actively want to shape the future of Europe on the topics of democracy/
participation, equal opportunities and identity. In addition to these two big European initiatives, Gabriele is responsible for all
European educational activities of the Körber Foundation and is the Körber Foundation´s expert on European Affairs.
Ioannis N. Dimitrakopoulos is a social scientist, educated in the UK. From 1984, he taught at the University of Ioannina and
Athens College, and conducted or coordinated national and transnational EU funded research projects on a range of human rights
issues, for example discrimination, racism, antisemitism, Roma, rights of the child, etc. He is the author of a textbook on Greek legal
and political institutions and several articles. He started working for the Agency in 2003 (when it was still the EUMC) and since then
has been responsible for many of its major reports.
Jens Dalsgaard, Secretary-General of the Danish National Commission for UNESCO, is formerly a History Teacher and Board
Member of EUROCLIO. His experience and results lie mainly in the fields of teaching and learning for all in the 21st Century,
school de-velopment, teachers’ professional development, international NGO’s and networks for education for global citizenship,
European Cooperation in education, adult education and lifelong learning policies and practices, international and UN cooperation
including UNESCO organizational reform and strategic development.
Maria Ecker, Historian and Historiographer; responsible as an employee of erinnern.at for the development of teaching materials;
Activities in adult education; Contributor to several local historical projects. At Erin-nern, Maria has recorded a series of interviews
with Holocaust survivors; these were subsequently published in DVD format in 2008 and 2011. Dr. Ecker has given a series of
lectures and talks on the Holocaust across Eu-rope. She has also authored/co-authored a number of works on National Socialism,
such as Victim. Perpetra-tors. Opponents. National Socialism in Upper Austria.
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PROGRAMME
WHAT IS “DEMOCRATISATION”?

TUESDAY 21 APRIL
08.15
08.45
09.00

Registration (next to the reception of Konventum)
Welcoming speech: Benedikte Kiær (Mayor of Helsingør)
Key-Note Address: Bo Lidegaard (Executive Editor-in-Chief at Politiken ) - Developing democracy, building
welfare. The making of modern Denmark in the 20th century
10.00 Presentation: Challenges in Making History Education beyond Borders:
• “Shared histories for a Europe without dividing lines”, Tatiana Milko (Council of Europe)
• “Historiana, Your Portal to the Past”, Steven Stegers (Programme Director, EUROCLIO)
10.30 Coffee Break & Opening of the International Fair
11.00 - Interactive Debate: Open societies - emerging from a conflicting past? Teaching and Discussing history,
12.30 identity and citizenship in 21st Century Europe
Chairs: Gabriele Woidelko (Director EUSTORY) and Jonathan Even-Zohar (Director EUROCLIO)
• Ioannis Dimitrakopoulous (Head of Equality and Citizens’ Rights Department European Union Agency for
Fundamental Rights)
• Jens Dalsgaard (Secretary General, Danish National Commission for UNESCO)
• Maria Ecker (Historian at Erinnern.at)
Lunch Break

12.30
14.00 Workshops 1
15.30 Parallel
1. Sinaed Fitzmonds and Gordon Eldridge (International School of Brussels, Belgium)
Teaching History in a Multi-Lingual Classroom
2. Peder Kragh (Greve Gymnasium, Denmark)
Between Icebergs – Democratization in Greenland?
3. Francesco Scatigna and Helen Snelson (Decisions and Dilemmas Editor, Belgium / United Kingdom)
It’s been a bumpy ride! Understanding change and continuity in the search for European stability 1648-1945
4. Julia Kushnereva (Moscow History Teachers’ Association, Russia))
Azerbaijani women in family and society at the beginning of the 20th century
5. Meena Malhotra (PeaceWorks, India)
Teaching Divided Histories
6. Nikolaj Peterson (National Centre of Excellence for the Dissemination of History and Cultural Heritage,
Denmark)
When students make history - production of a digital textbook on the history of the Danish elementary school

15.30 Coffee Break
16.00 - Parallel Workshops 2
17.30 1. John Hamer (Expert consultant on history education to the Council of Europe, United Kingdom)
Human Rights and Art History (eBook)
2. Jenny Gillet (International Baccalaureate, The Hague)
Designing a history curriculum to promote international mindedness
3. Benny Christensen (EUROCLIO Ambassador, Denmark)
Final Official Examinations in History: A Road to Democracy? A workshop based on Danish practice. Can final official
examinations in history be a tool for promoting democratic skills and values in students?
4. Christian Vollmond (Inspector of schools for history teaching in secondary education, Denmark)
Remembrance cultures & collective identities: What is the role of teaching history in a democratic society?
5. Søren Lind (Aurehøj Gymnasium, Denmark)
My City, My Story, My History - How to make students gain ownership of the history of their city
6. Luisa Black (Council of Europe, Portugal)
Re-defining the agenda of knowledge - The added value of “Shared histories for a Europe without Dividing Lines” in
the promotion of democratic values
7. Anders Hassing (Ørestad Gymnasium, Denmark)
What is democracy? Introducing conceptual history as didactics of history
18.30 Common Dinner in Hotel
20.00 Open Sessions (see page 15)
INTERNATIONAL FAIR

Conference days 20-21 April in cooperation with

The internatinal fair runs throughout the
conference in the foyer on the ground floor.
During the coffee and lunch breaks you
can roam and browse amonst a display of
History textbooks from all over Europe, poster
presentations of researches and find out more
about many different organisations.
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INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOPS
TUESDAY 21 APRIL - PARALLEL WORKSHOP 1: 14.00 - 15.30
Workshop 1, Sinaed Fitzmonds and Gordon Eldridge: Teaching History in a Multi-Lingual Classroom
G
Gordon
is the ISB Curriculum Director and the coleader of the Common Ground Curriculum Design team. He was previously
t founding head of K. International School Tokyo. Prior to becoming a school head, Gordon taught history, ESL and foreign
the
la
languages.
He is passionate about inquirybased learning and about teaching language in the context of every discipline. He
w
wrote
the Teacher Training Center (TTC) course on InquiryBased Learning and has been a trainer for the Principal’s Training
C
Centre
(PTC) Curriculum course for the past 10 years. Gordon writes a regular column for the International Educator (TIE) on
r
research
in Education.
S
Sinead
Fitzsimons is a Social Studies and English Language Development (ELD) teacher at the International School of Brussels.
S
Sinead
cowrote the Middle School ELD Social Studies and EAP Social Studies curriculum for ISB. She has completed her
master degree in History Education at the University of Toronto and is currently completing her PhD with Queen’s University
(Belfast) in the area of History Education and Citizenship.
Workshop theme
The workshop firstly focuses on an example unit of work which examines a particular aspect of the history of democratisation
(checks and balances on power in the late Roman Republic) and gives students opportunities to compare and contrast this
with a variety of situations in the modern world. Secondly, the example unit promotes democratic citizenship through the
use of learning experiences which support students in developing a view of history as perspective and a matter of argument rather than
merely a record of past events and through explicit teaching of the literacy skills necessary to both access and produce such arguments
and thus better participate critically in the institutions of modern democracy. Thirdly, the workshop takes an innovative slant on history
education by examining classroom strategies that can be used to explicitly support students of all nationalities and language backgrounds
in developing the language of history and of argument, while simultaneously learning history.
Contact information: gordoneldridge7@gmail.com | fitzsimons.sinead@gmail.com
Workshop 2, Peder Kragh: Between Icebergs – Democratization in Greenland?
P
Peder Kragh is teacher at Greve Gymnasium in Denmark and former chairman of the Danish History Teachers’ Association
aand present chairman of the Danish History Joint Council.
W
Workshop theme
TThe development of democracy at Greenland from being a Danish Colony to the possible future independence. The
workshop will focus
focu on the creation of a national identity in Greenland and the relationship to Denmark and how this had formed the
creation of democracy in Greenland.
Contact information: ggpkr@greve-gym.dk
Workshop 3, Francesco Scatigna and Helen Snelson: It’s been a bumpy ride! Understanding change and continuity in the search for European
stability 1648-1945
FFrancesco Scatigna was a trainee for EUROCLIO (2013). He obtained his BA in International Relations and Diplomatic
SStudies in Italy (University of Trieste) in 2010. He holds an MA (2011) in International Relations and European Studies
ffrom the University of Kent (UK), and an MA (2012) in History of International Relations at the University College Dublin
((Ireland) with a dissertation on French perspectives towards Germany between 1919 and 1924. A former trainee at the
EEuropean Commission (Directorate General Education and Culture), he lives in Brussels (Belgium) and currently works for
a European Affairs Consultancy. He is still involved in EUROCLIO’s programme Historiana as part of the editing team and
iis editor for contents of the Historiana project Decision&Dilemmas, which focuses on the history of the EU.
H
Helen Snelson is the Head of Department at Mount School York. She received a history degree from Oxford University
(S
(St Peter’s College, University of Oxford, 1988-91) and has trained as a teacher in innovative methodological approaches
to teaching history (University of York, 1997-98). Helen Snelson has taught in maintained and independent schools for
st
students aged 11-18 years in the United Kingdom for 16 years, and has trained other history teachers for 6 years in the
sa
same approaches. She has published articles, book chapters and delivered conference workshops about high quality,
in
innovative historical education. Since 2013, she has been part of the Historiana Learning Team, working to develop
in
innovative learning activities for history, heritage, and citizenship educators using the contents of the Historiana online
le
learning platform. The emphasis of this work is upon developing educational materials which are multi-perspective in
their content and approach. A part of the Learning Team she has also worked to define innovative approaches to historical thinking, using
for example the Council of Europe’s relevant recommendations.
Workshop theme
Change and continuity over time can be a challenge for our students to understand, especially when the story is very complex and involves
many characters. Students need to understand that the democratic Europe we live in today has not evolved inevitably or by accident.
In this session we will introduce you to a time-line that enables your students to understand the long search for stability in Europe. We
will trial learning activities to help them understand the different ways in which Europeans have tried, with mixed results, to establish the
conditions for peace and democracy in their continent.
Contact information: francesco.historiana@gmail.com | hsnelson2@gmail.com
Workshop 4, Julia Kushnereva: Azerbaijani women in family and society at the beginning of the 20th century
Ju Kushnereva, President of the Moscow History Teachers’ Association is History and Civics teacher at Moscow gymnasium
Julia
1
1567.
She has worked as a teacher, author, trainer, expert and advisor. She was a EUROCLIO international expert and trainer
in projects in Ukraine and Georgia, an author in two EUROCLIO projects in Russia aimed at developing innovative teaching
m
materials,
promoting innovative and responsible history and citizenship education. Currently she is the EUROCLIO editorin
in-chief
of ‘Sharing History, Cultural Dialogue’ project.

8

W
Workshop
theme
T workshop will focus on changes in women is rights in Azerbaijan at the beginning of the 20th century. Cartoons from
The
a local magazine will be used as main sources. The workshop will be based on the materials of the EUROCLIO project ‘Sharing History,
Cultural Dialogues” and present one of the modules of the future textbook.
Contact information: kushn@mail.ru
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Workshop 5, Meena Malhotra: Teaching Divided Histories
M
Meena is Director at PeaceWorks—An initiative of The Seagull Foundation for the Arts. A project that works through the
ar
arts, in education, with young minds, to foster a spirit of peaceful coexistence, mutual respect across differences, and
equality. Coming from a background in Graphic, Web and Multimedia design, Meena has a keen interest in curriculum
eq
development and has been responsible for putting the PeaceWorks project on the international map.
de
Workshop theme
W
The Teaching Divided Histories project shows innovative engaging methodologies to teach history. It also goes beyond
Th
th
the classroom and has possibilities of showing schools from divided societies how they can come together in an
international capacity to work towards a common goal. The content of the workshop has three aspects—introduction to softwares to
enable ICT skills; introduction to modules on the Irish conflict and the partition of the Indian sub-continent; project based approach to
enable participants to customize what they learn to the needs of individual syllabus and classroom requirements.
Contact information: peaceworks@seagullindia.com
Workshop 6, Nikolaj Peterson: When students make history - production of a digital textbook on the history of the Danish elementary school
N
Nikolaj Petersen is an assistant professor at the National Centre for the Dissemination of History and Cultural Heritage in
D
Denmark. Formerly he was senior master at Egaa Gymnasium. He has completed his master’s degree in History and Classics
at the University of Aarhus, Denmark in 2003 and his master’s degree of Upper Secondary Education (Didactics) at the
U
University of Southern Denmark in 2014. He has been an active member of the executive committee of the Danish History
Te
Teachers Association from 2007 to 2009.
W
Workshop theme
Th
The aim of the workshop is to present and discuss a class project on citizenship, which has been carried out on Egaa
Gymnasium in autumn 2014 focused on high school students writing their own version of historical events based on critical analysis of
source material. The students cooperated on writing a digital textbook on the development of the Danish school system on the platform
called “Infogeist”. The workshop will mainly focus on the writing process and on how to train the students’ competences in the best way
through this process.
Contact information: nikolajp@ps.au.dk

PARALLEL WORKSHOP 2: 16.00 - 17.30
Workshop 1, John Hamer: Human Rights and Art History (eBook)
JJohn has over 20 years’ experience as a teacher and senior manager in schools and colleges, as a history examiner and
aas a textbook author before joining Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Schools in England (HMI). For the last 15 years John
h
has worked extensively as a consultant on aspects of history education, assessment and national examinations for the
C
Council of Europe, the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) and ministries of education in central
aand eastern Europe, the Middle East, Africa and North America Currently John is the Chairman of AlphaPlus Ltd, a leading
e
educational consultancy company in the United Kingdom.
W
Workshop
theme
T workshop will review the topics, teaching and learning units and key issues that are part of the way in which this
The
theme is addressed in the e-book. They are: Valuing individual human life: Developing an historical overview by tracking the theme of the
Judeo-Christian relationship over a broad span of time. Offering explanations which require the bringing together of a range of political,
economic, social and cultural factors; Living together in dignity in culturally diverse societies: How can architecture contribute to a strategy
of opposing exclusion and discrimination?/Public representations of national diversity: Multicultural melting pot (based on a self-guided
walk in Liverpool); Individual autonomy and freedom of expression: Freedom of artistic expression, not always understanding the reasons
why, and the basis on which, totalitarian and authoritarian regimes have sought to limit freedom of expression in the visual arts.
Contact information: j.a.hamer@btinternet.com
Workshop 2, Jenny Gillet: Designing a history curriculum to promote international mindedness
Jenny Gillett works for the International Baccalaureate as the curriculum manager for History, Philosophy and Theory of
K
Knowledge. Prior to joining the IB in 2010 she worked as a secondary school teacher in the UK. She has a degree in Philosophy
aand Theology from the University of Oxford, and is also currently completing her PhD part time through the University of
LLeiden.
W
Workshop
theme
TThis session will draw on experience and insights gained while developing a new history curriculum for the International
Baccalaureate Diploma Programme. The new curriculum launches in 2015 and will be taught in IB schools in over 140 countries
B
aaround the world. The session will explore the benefits and challenges associated with designing a history curriculum where
a key focus is the development of “international mindedness” in students. The format will be a short presentation followed by group
discussions.
Contact information: jenny.gillett@ibo.org
Workshop 3, Benny Christensen: Can final official examinations in history be a tool for promoting democratic skills and values in students?
B
Benny Christensen graduated from the University of Copenhagen 1974, holding a BA in English and an MA in History. He
w
was a Senior Teacher at Fyns HF-kursus (Upper secondary school/gymnasium) Odense, Denmark, until 2009, and is now
aan independent consultant on history education. Benny Christensen served as a board member of the Danish History
TTeachers’ Association from 1997 to 2003 and was Chairman of the International Committee 1999-2003. He was Project
M
Manager and Expert in the project: ‘Towards a New History’ (Serbia and Montenegro) 2001-2003, funded by The Ministry of
FForeign Affairs of Denmark. He has actively supported EUROCLIO since its first years of existence, and he is a firm believer in
tthe important role EUROLIO plays in promoting quality history education and intercultural dialogue. He has taken part in a
n
number of annual conferences, also moderating workshops, and has acted as EUROCLIO expert on a number of occasions.
Workshop theme
Can final official examinations in history be a tool for promoting democratic skills and values in students? This workshop will debate this
question by studying how the final, official examination of the Danish 6th form (adult) gymnasium is done, based on the aims and content
of the curriculum. The historical topic in focus will be 9/11. The workshop will also aim at highlighting the close connection of a curriculum
between general aims, classroom practice, and final examination. Participants will play an active role in the workshop.
Contact information: bennyclio@gmail.com
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Workshop 4, Christian Vollmond: Remembrance cultures & collective identities: What is the role of teaching history in a democratic society?
Christian Vollmond has a degree in history and religious studies from the University of Copenhagen. He has worked as a
C
te
teacher since 2006, and has been a member of the board of the Danish HTA. He has written several history textbooks. In 2014
h
he was appointed inspector of schools for history teaching in secondary education by the Danish Ministry of Education.
W
Workshop theme
TTeaching history in a democratic and globalized country poses several problems related to the collective identities and
remembrance cultures in different countries and regions. What kind of collective memory and identity should history as
re
a subject I schools then formulate? How can we as teachers participate in this process? What are the aims of a democratic
historical consciousness in a globalized society?
Contact information: cv@kvuc.dk
Workshop 5, Søren Lind: My City, My Story, My History - How to make students gain ownership of the history of their city
S
Søren
Lind is a teacher of Political Science and history at Aurehøj Gymnasium. He completed his MA at the University of
C
Copenhagen
W
Workshop
theme
T background of the workshop is a course that ran for 4 lessons. The goal was for the students to achieve authentic
The
o
ownership
and a clear relationship the contemporary history of their own city. In this case Copenhagen. The workshop
w include a short introduction to my course, a presentation of historical theory, methodology and a presentation of the
will
d
didactical
thought behind the course. They did this through a lecture about the theory and value of micro history, and by
o sources of their contemporary idea and picture of their city.
producing their own
Contact information: viglind@hotmail.com
Workshop 6, Luisa Black: Re-defining the agenda of knowledge - The added value of “Shared histories for a Europe without Dividing Lines” in
the promotion of democratic values
A a university teacher in Lisbon, Portugal, Luisa Black was responsible for Initial Teacher Training (History), focusing mostly
As
te
teaching methods (didactics) and curriculum development. As well she works as expert for the Council of Europe since
1
1996, acts as expert for EUROCLIO since 1998 and is consultant for the Council of Europe. Since 2010, Luisa Black has also
b
been working in Maputo, Mozambique and Luanda, Angola, as a translator and HR consultant, namely creating specific
ccommunication.
Workshop theme
W
Help young people
peo to identify a range of shared values - amongst them acceptance of diversity, a desire to settle conflicts peacefully, respect
for human rights and a preference for democracy. The idea of European civilizational supremacy is no longer acceptable for the vast majority
of today’s historians in Europe. What over the past 150 years has remained remarkably stable, however, are the geographical horizons of
history education: just like in the 19th century the rest of the world is still being largely ignored in our current cultures of historiography.
Contact information: blackluisa@gmail.com
Workshop 7, Anders Hassing: What is democracy? Introducing conceptual history as didactics of history
A
Anders Hassing is a history teacher at Ørestad Gymnasium and the co-author of a Danish textbook on the disciplince of
h
history. He is also the publishing director of Columbus Publishing House, a Danish textbook publisher specialized in social
sstudies and history and has participated in the CLEAR network.
W
Workshop theme
W
What does the concept of democracy mean in different historical contexts? How does the meaning change over time and
w
what role does historical actors and social structures play in the process? This workshop introduces conceptual history in
tthe tradition of the late German historian Reinhart Kosselleck as a didactic tool which offers analytical strategies suited
ffor young students of history. The workshop will consist of a presentation as well as group discussions and hand on
i
experience.
Contact information: aha@oegnet.dk

Key-Note Speaker
A
Antoon
De Baets studied History at Ghent
U
University.
His PhD dissertation titled Images
o Non-Western Cultures: The Influence of
of
H
History
Textbooks on Public Opinion in DutchS
Speaking
Belgium, 1945–1984 (1988) was
a
awarded
the greatest distinction. Since 1989,
D Baets has been Associate Professor of
De
Contemporary History at the University of Groningen. De
Baets has written more than 150 publications including
several books such as Censorship of Historical Thought: A
World Guide, 1945–2000 (2002) and Responsible History
(2009). On 17 April 2014, Dr. Antoon De Baets became
professor by special appointment in History, Ethics and
Human Rights at the Faculty of Arts of the University
of Groningen, The Netherlands in collaboration with
EUROCLIO.

World Cafe facilitator
JJoke van der Leeuw-Roord, Founding
P
President and former Executive Director of
EEUROCLIO received her degree in history at
G
Groningen University in the Netherlands. She
w
worked from 1972 till 1993 as a history teacher,
tteacher trainer and history advisor. As a leading
e
expert on history education, innovative
methodology and trans-national history, she has initiated and
coordinated a multitude of national, trans-national projects
in Albania, Belarus, Bulgaria, Bosnia-in-Herzegovina, Croatia,
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Georgia, Latvia, Macedonia,
Montenegro, Romania, Russia, Serbia Turkey and Ukraine. She
works as consultant for the CoE, UNESCO, OSCE, International
Alert and the EU. She is Vice-President of the Advisory Board
of the Georg Eckert Institute in Braunschweig (Germany) and
member of the Advisory Board of the Institute for Historical
Culture at the Rotterdam Erasmus University.
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PROGRAMME
DOES HISTORY MATTER TODAY?

WEDNESDAY 22 APRIL
TIME PROGRAMME
09.00
10.00

Key Note Speech
Prof. Antoon de Baets (Professor of History, Ethics and Human Rights at Groningen University, The
EUROCLIO Chair for History, Ethics and Human Rights) on Democracy and Historical Writing
World Café
Challenges of Democracy and Civil Society and Identification of tools that History Education has developed to address these. What
is the role of the history teacher in the rapidly globalising and evermore complex world? How does history education relate to
internet and the wider (visual) information society?
Facilitated by: Joke van der Leeuw-Roord and Jonathan Even-Zohar

13.00
15.00

16.30
17.00

19.00
21.00

Networking Lunch
What can Participants develop together?
Parallel Workshops 3
1. Nikolaj Petersen (National Centre of Excellence for the Dissemination of History and Cultural Heritage,
Denmark)
Democracy Day – A school project based on Athenian Democracy
2. Panagiotis Pirpiris (School Consultant and Inspector, Greece) and Katarina Brentanou (European School
in Luxembourg, Greece)
Exploring democratic participation: Classical Athenian Democracy and post-modern democracy: deconstructing
the miracle and questioning the present dystopia
3. Mads Blom (Rysensteen Gymnasium, Denmark)
Collective memory as a tool in the teaching of history
4. Henk Bolk (Lorenz Casimir Lyceum, The Netherlands)
The X factor in Education: How to go beyond the textbook in teaching democracy?
5. Francesco Scatigna and Helen Snelson (Decisions and Dilemmas Editors, Belgium \ United Kingdom)
These were real lives! Helping your students to connect with the people be-hind the statistics of a war-torn Europe
6. Ioannis Dimitrakopoulos (Fundamental Rights Agency, Austria)
Should the way history is taught in school be more inclusive of migrants and minorities to foster understanding of
their contribution to society?
7. Markus Muller-Henning (Upper level Secondary School, Germany)
History Education in archives paves the way to democracy
Coffee Break
Parallel Workshops 4
1. Barbara Boender (NIOD Institute for War, Holocaust and Genocide Studies in The Netherlands)
Standing up to genocidal processes. Education on Genocide on Euro-soil as a tool in teaching on democratic values
and good citizenship
2. Miriam Hannig and Susanne Popp (EHISTO – European History Crossroads as pathways to Intercultural
Media Education)
Education for democracy in the European history classroom: The EU history-projects CoDec and EHISTO
3. Wim Kratsborn (Author of the book “Hard to become who you are”, the Netherlands)
Hard to Become Who You Are
4. Nicholas Tyldesley (OFTED school inspector and educational consultant working in Bolton Local Authority,
United Kingdom)
Squeezing a study of North Korea into the Curriculum
5. Gijs van Gaans and Pascal Tak (Fontys, The Netherlands)
Be a time traveller! Understanding political ideals in the past, present and future
Dinner
International Pub Quiz (see page 15)
Knowledge before Interpretation
Moderated by Peder Kragh and is Jacob Lindgaard Nielsen (Danish HTA)

Notes
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INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOPS
WEDNESDAY 22 APRIL - PARALLEL WORKSHOP 3: 15.00 - 16.30
Workshop 1, Nikolaj Petersen: Democracy Day – A school project based on Athenian Democracy
N
Nikolaj
Petersen is an assistant professor at the National Centre for the Dissemination of History and Cultural Heritage
i Denmark. Formerly he was senior master at Egaa Gymnasium. He has completed his master’s degree in History and
in
C
Classics
at the University of Aarhus, Denmark in 2003 and his master’s degree of Upper Secondary Education (Didactics)
a the University of Southern Denmark in 2014. He has been an active member of the executive committee of the Danish
at
H
History
Teachers Association from 2007 to 2009.
W
Workshop
theme
T workshop is about a school project with focus on how to develop democratic citizens and a democratic culture in a
The
h
high
school. History teaching played a major role in the culminating role play of the project, in which the students trained
their democratic sskills in a virtual scenario, based on the ancient Athenian assembly. The workshop can therefore contribute with fruitful
experience of how history teaching can pave the way for democracy.
Contact information: nikolajp@ps.au.dk
Workshop 2, Katarina Brentanou and Panagiotis Pirpiris: Exploring democratic participation: Classical Athenian Democracy and postmodern democracy: deconstructing the miracle and questioning the present dystopia
K
Katerina
Brentanou has been working in Greek Secondary Education for 27 years as teacher of Greek Literature, Greek
LLanguage and History. She holds a PhD in History of Theatre and a Master of Arts in Theatrical Studies, University of
A
Athens, Greece. She also has been trained on counselling and vocational guidance in University of Athens – Department
o
of Pedagogical Studies and she has followed a 3-year-course on “Drama and acting” in drama school of Keratsini. She has
b
been a teachers’ trainer for many years and she has worked as a school consultant and inspector. She is specialized in the
u
use of drama techniques as a teaching method. Several books and articles of her have been published. Nowadays she is
w
working at the European School of Luxemburg as a Greek Language Teacher.
P
Panagiotis Pirpiris has been working in Greek Secondary Education for 22 years as teacher of Greek Literature, Greek
LLanguage and History. He holds a PhD in History of Education from Panteio University and a Master of Education in
EEducation Management from University of Bristol. Currently, he is School Consultant / Inspector in Athens.
W
Workshop
theme
An interactive workshop exploring the way Athenian Democracy in classical Ancient Greece used to function and the
A
m
meaning of the citizenship for Athenians. In parallel the workshop focuses on the absence of essential democratic
ti i ti and
d questions the efficiency of teaching and cultivating active citizenship in today’s democracies.
participation
Contact information: katerina.brentanou@eursc-mamer.lu | panos2000@gmail.com
Workshop 3, Mads Blom: Collective memory as a tool in the teaching of history
Mads Blom is a history teacher at Rysensteen Gymnasium in central Copenhagen. He has completed a master degree in
History and Danish at the University of Copenhagen and has primarily worked with Danish cultural and political history in
tthe interwar period and the 19th century, but in the later years mostly worked on ways to teach history on a high school
llevel with a sharpened theoretical and methodological perspective. He has been an active member of the Danish History
TTeachers Association since 2007.
Workshop theme
The workshop will focus on collective memory as a way of working with the past alongside the traditional history teaching. By focusing
on and actively using the students’ memories of the past in the teaching of history, we can help the students understand themselves as
products of their past and as co-sculptures of the narratives of the past in their society.
Contact information: mbl@rysensteen.dk
Workshop 4, Henk Bolk: The X factor in Education: How to go beyond the textbook in teaching democracy?
Drs. Henk Bolk is an history teacher at the Lorentz Casimir Lyceum Eindhoven where he coordinates foreign study trips. His
D
sschool has a long tradition in taking their students to Vienna, Rome, Barcelona, Istanbul, Krakau, the Normandy beaches,
e
even China and India. Henk studied contemporary history and economics at Utrecht University.
W
Workshop theme
W
We know the history of the Enlightment and the Democratic Revolutions in the western world since the 18th century. We
sstudy democracy and civil society in the Netherlands and the history of the European Union. That’s in our curriculum. But
w
what about let’s say, Spain, Austria, Russia, Eastern Europe, Turkey, the Arabic world, the African and Asian continent? The
workshop shows ways to explore the different and difficult Roads to Democracy by study trips, excursions, projects, bringing experts into
the classroom, involving parents etc. This is wat we can call the X factor in Education, because it goes beyond the textbook, and more
important the kids love it and learn more.
Contact information: henkbolk@gmail.com
Workshop 5, Francesco Scatigna and Helen Snelson: These were real lives! Helping your students to connect with the people be-hind the
statistics of a war-torn Europe
Francesco Scatigna was a trainee for EUROCLIO (2013). He obtained his BA in International Relations and Diplomatic
Studies in Italy (University of Trieste) in 2010. He holds an MA (2011) in International Relations and European Studies from
the University of Kent (UK), and an MA (2012) in History of International Relations at the University College Dublin (Ireland)
with a dissertation on French perspectives towards Germany between 1919 and 1924. A former trainee at the European
Commission (Directorate General Education and Culture), he lives in Brussels (Belgium) and currently works for a European
Affairs Consultancy. He is still involved in EUROCLIO’s programme Historiana as part of the editing team and is editor for
contents of the Historiana project Decision&Dilemmas, which focuses on the history of the EU.
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H
Helen
Snelson is the Head of Department at Mount School York. She received a history degree from Oxford University
((St Peter’s College, University of Oxford, 1988-91) and has trained as a teacher in innovative methodological approaches
to teaching history (University of York, 1997-98). Helen Snelson has taught in maintained and independent schools for
sstudents aged 11-18 years in the United Kingdom for 16 years, and has trained other history teachers for 6 years in the
ssame approaches. She has published articles, book chapters and delivered conference workshops about high quality,
in
innovative historical education. Since 2013, she has been part of the Historiana Learning Team, working to develop
innovative learning activities for history, heritage, and citizenship educators using the contents of the Historiana online
in
platform. The emphasis of this work is upon developing educational materials which are multi-perspective in their content
learning platfo
and approach. A part of the Learning Team she has also worked to define innovative approaches to historical thinking, using for example
the Council of Europe’s relevant recommendations.
Workshop theme
The statistics that describe Europe 1945-49 can be overwhelming – millions dead, millions displaced, millions hungry…. Our students
can find it hard to connect with the diverse individual human stories behind these vast numbers. In this workshop we will take individual
life stories and use evidence files to form opinions about how typical they were of Europeans’ experience of these crucial years that
helped to shape the Europe of today.
Contact information: francesco.historiana@gmail.com | hsnelson2@gmail.com
Workshop 6, Ioannis Dimitrakopoulos: Should the way history is taught in school be more inclusive of migrants and minorities to foster
understanding of their contribution to society
Io
Ioannis
N. Dimitrakopoulos is a social scientist, educated in the UK. From 1984, he taught at the University of Ioannina
a Athens College, and conducted or coordinated national and transnational EU funded research projects on a range of
and
h
human
rights issues, for example discrimination, racism, antisemitism, Roma, rights of the child, etc. He is the author of a
te
textbook
on Greek legal and political institutions and several articles. He started working for the Agency in 2003 (when it
w still the EUMC) and since then has been responsible for many of its major reports.
was
W
Workshop
theme
A a means of addressing one of the key issues in contemporary society, this workshop involves a discussion with experts
As
ki in
i intergovernmental
i t
working
organizations, seeking input from active history teachers across Europe to better understand future policy
making in this area. This marks a unique opportunity to participate in a discussion whose repurcussions could extend far beyond the
borders of our conference.
Contact information: ioannis.dimitrakopoulos@fra.europa.eu
Workshop 7, Markus Muller-Henning: History Education in archives paves the way to democracy
M
Markus Müller-Henning, historian and teacher, first and second state examination for teaching at secondary schools;
sschool management teamer and director of studies at an upper-level secondary school (history, politics, theology,
p
philosophy/ethics) in Wiesbaden, Germany. Project initiator of a school partnership with a secondary school in Israel;
in
initiator and publisher of a study project regarding the final secondary-school examinations in Wiesbaden from 1914
tto 1918; academic assistant at institutions overseeing the teaching of teachers; since 1989 appointed as head of the
e
education department of the Hessisches Hauptstaatsarchiv Wiesbaden (temporary secondment by the Hessisches
K
Kultusministerium) (ministry of education and cultural affairs); author, speaker; principal representative in Hesse
rregarding the German Federal President’s annual history competition; member of the History Teacher Association of
G
Germany.
Workshop theme
The main emphasis of the workshop will be to show an overview regarding some of the most successful practice examples, which were
successfully implemented in German educational services of archives, primarily within the “Hessisches Hauptstaatsarchiv Wiesbaden”.
The review includes new methods and ranges of education for teachers (teacher’s teaching) as well as creative activities for students.
The second step of the interactive workshop will be the performance of an interactive play, which has been successfully tried in the
educational work of archives: We’ll stage a short historical story about World War I, based on two personal documents (a picture and
a poem) of a young Wiesbaden voluntary, falling in the fields of Flanders 1915. The thesis of the workshop is the following: historical
studies in archives are strengthening and enriching young people, enabling a relevant positive difference in the life of young Europeans
on their way to sustain and expand democracy.
Contact information: markus-mueller-henning@t-online.de

PARALLEL WORKSHOP 4: 17.00 - 18.30
Workshop 1, Barbara Boender: Standing up to genocidal processes. Education on Genocide on Euro-soil as a tool in teaching on democratic
values and good citizenship
B
Barbara
Boender is events and education coordinator at the NIOD Institute for War, Holocaust and Genocide Studies
in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. She is a historian and worked as a communications specialist at a Dutch heritage
o
organization.
Previous to that, she was a researcher at the ministry for Education, Culture and Science, where she was
in
involved
in the restitution of WWII looted art. In 2006, she started as a coordinator at the Amsterdam Center for Holocaust
a Genocide Studies. Among other things, she organized events on past and present episodes of mass violence and
and
g
genocide.
As an Events and Education coordinator at the NIOD institute, she is responsible for all public events, teaching
th teachers, Holocaust Memorial Day and (academic) editing.
the
Workshop theme
In 2015, the genocides in Armenia and Bosnia will be commemorated. This is likely to raise many questions by the media and the new
generations. But can these complicated and sensitive topics be addressed in the classroom? The two lessons developed by the NIOD
Institute for War, Holocaust and Genocide Studies for Holocaust Memorial Day aim to provide knowledge on these events and raise some
relevant thoughts and questions at the same time. Discussion and trying to genuinely relate to the topic are the focus of these lessons.
Contact information: b.boender@niod.knaw.nl
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Workshop 2, Miriam Hannig and Susanne Popp: Education for democracy in the European history classroom: The EU history-projects CoDec
and EHISTO
Susanne
Popp, Prof. Dr. phil., Didactics of History, University of Augsburg, Germany. President of the International Society
S
of
o History Didactics. Main research interests: European and global perspectives in national history teaching and history
museums
(co-ordinator of the EU-Culture-project ‘EMEE’; 2012-2016), visual literacy in history magazines in Europe (com
o
ordinator
of the EU-Comenius projects ‘EHISTO’; 2012-2014), international comparison of textbooks.
Miriam
Hannig, Research assistant, project leader of the EHISTO project; Department of History Didactics at the University
M
of
o Augsburg, Germany. Main research interest: history in the commercialised mass media (co-ordinator of the EU-Comenius
project
‘EHISTO’ 2012-2014), museum development and museum education; history teaching in primary school
p
Workshop
theme
W
After
A
bringing together different national views on European History Crossroads and the way they are implemented and
p
presented
in national history schoolbooks, we will critically discuss their commercialised and popularised presentations
in different popular history magazines. While critically discussing the developed learning materials, we will think about extending the
network while creating further learning materials for a European history classroom. Part of the workshop is also to critically questioning
supposedly typical regional or national symbols such as gourmand specialties: Are potatoes and dumplings typical for Germany? Is coffee
typical for Italian lifestyle? Different learning modules for the history classroom will be discussed and extended by the own ideas of the
workshop group, which should be afterwards be available to all interested history teachers.
Contact information: susanne.popp@phil.uni-augsburg.de | miriam.hannig@phil.uni-augsburg.de
Workshop 3, Wim Kratsborn: Hard to Become Who You Are
W Kratsborn was a history teacher in higher and secondary education from 1971 till 2012. He completed his
Wim
d
doctorandus
degree at the University of Groningen in 1978. He worked at the Hanzehogeschool in Groningen and was
i
involved
in and coordinated many innovative projects, including the past, the present and the future with drama, design
a music. He has been an active member of the network of ETEN, ETTP, EMUNI and CiCe. He participated in working
and
g
groups
such as ‘Democracy’, ‘The Future’, ‘Human rights’ and ‘Aesthetics’. He wrote the history book ‘Unpredictable past’
f students in teacher training and the history method ‘The Trek’ for children. Since 2006 he was coordinator of the
for
in
international
project To-Gather, a cooperation with nine European countries and Syria. He went on pre-pension in 2012
a continued To-Gather as a private company with the former To-Gather-colleagues.
and
W
Workshop
theme
The film starts with the sentence: ‘This not a film but a passion driven learning journey’. It´s another way of learning, ´real life learning´.
The context is the past in the last 100 years including WWI, WWII and the Cold War, and the present including the Crisis, Ukraine, climate
change, demonstrations, terroristic attacks, music festivals and conflicts in the Arab world.
Contact information: w.kratsborn@planet.nl
Workshop 4, Nicholas Tyldesley: Squeezing a study of North Korea into the Curriculum
N
Nicholas Tyldesley first degree in European History; Substantial experience in teaching history/humanities in secondary
sschools in the UK to university entrance level; recent experience as an OFTED school inspector / educational consultant
w
working in Bolton Local Authority. Wide experience in running teacher support networks ; experience in producing local
h
history resources books in conjunction with Bolton Museum and schools; wide range of published work in the pedagogy
o
of history teaching ; world traveller- visited North Korea and five presentations on North Korea/Burma/Northern Iraq.
A
Academic interest include film studies-how film and history interconnect in terms of creating interpretations of the past.
H
He has lectured regularly to local branches of The Historical Association where he is a Fellow of the HA.
W
Workshop theme
h workshop
k h will reflect on issues around the teaching of dictatorial regimes : looking at the role of history teachers in supporting a
This
democratic model of politics ; sharing positive reflections on freedom and liberty by comparisons with a range of tyrannical regimes ; using
dictatorial leadership as a warning; how to confront issues around genocide/police state/serious abuses of freedoms; looking at practical
ways in which these points might be integrated into a curriculum structure; sharing our own perceptions / experiences of teaching this
difficult topic. The focus will be on current examples . The focus on North Korea will offer a non-European, global perspective.
Contact information: nickhistory25@gmail.com
Workshop 5, Gijs van Gaans and Pascal Tak: Be a time traveller! Understanding political ideals in the past, present and future
G
G. van Gaans (drs.) has studied both history and religious sciences at the Radboud University Nijmegen. He has been a
tteacher of Latin and history for six years and is now a full-time lecturer of pedagogy in history at Fontys. He’s currently
e
engaged in the development of a more conceptual approach to history teaching and therefore partakes in a research
p
project on history education. This research concentrates on student’s working with the historical concept of ‘change and
ccontinuity’.
P
P. Tak (Med) has studied both history and geography at the Fontys University of Applied Sciences. He has been an active
tteacher for the last seven years in both fields. At this moment he is also a lecturer of pedagogy in history at Fontys. He’s
currently engage
engaged in the development of a Dutch curriculum for ‘Big History’ in which both history and geography (amongst others) are
meaningfully combined.
Workshop theme
This workshop aims to develop critical thinking about the development of democratic values in Western Europe. A good
understanding of this development is a crucial element of modern citizenship; our political values are both the result of
past ideals and contingent historical challenges in past and present. Young people are thus born and raised within a certain
historical context, which determines their possibilities and challenges. In our view this modern citizenship requires an
o
open attitude towards alternative political ideals, while at these same time maintaining a critical view towards these. Our
w
workshop aims to provide a deeper understanding of this process, by contextualising past, present and future views on the
deal constitut
ideal
constitution.
Contact information: g.vangaans@fontys.nl | p.tak@fontys.nl
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EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Open Sessions

Political Café

Capacity Building Training for History Teachers
Associations EUROCLIO Members and interested
participants are welcome to join a Peer-Training
Session including sharing challenges and best
practice in association management, improving
member recruitment, fundraising and advocacy.
Expected outcomes will be overview of challenges,
tools and tricks for addressing them and
identification of future training needs.

On 23 April in the evening conference participants are
welcome to host an informal discussion of a political
topic, a pressing issue of the moment or an actual topic
that is not included in the conference programme that
was already set months before the conference takes
place.

Teachers as Researchers?
As a follow-up to the Research Dialogue Table
organized in the EUROCLIO Annual Conference
in Ohrid 2014, participants with an interest in
research are invited to take part in a common action
planning for EUROCLIO in the field of Research,
including how to stimulate history teachers to be
part of research programmes and action within the
frame of EUROCLIO.

Pub Quiz – Knowledge before interpretation

C

hallenge yourselves and each other, in a
celebratory, but also competitive, yet relaxed
atmosphere, at the 7th International EUROCLIO
Pub Quiz: “What do history teachers actually

know?”.

The Pub Quiz will be held on Thursday 23 April 2015 starting
at 21.00. You will need to register as an international quiz
team of no more and no less than 8 persons. The questions
will be organized in many different categories, so make sure
you have joined an agile and all-round team. Registration
is available at the Registration Desk, or around 20 minutes
before the start of the quiz. Look forward to testing your
knowledge, the winning team will...

If you are interested to propose and lead your
own session on a particular topic, inform the other
participants during the plenary session on the 22nd of
April and in the breaks.
One of the topics will be the 70th anniversary of
World War Two With a presentation by the Platform
of European Memory and Conscience on Reader for
Schools “Lest We Forget. Memory of Totalitarianism in
Europe”

Intercultural evening
Everyone is invited to bring some drinks and sweet or
savory snacks to open our conference with new experiences
and tastes for all our participants. During this evening
participants can share and ask about particular aspects of
their own cultures and those of their peers, such as a tale,
something from your culture you can see, something you
like a lot, something that you do a lot in your culture but
also something of your culture that scares you.

...receive a surprising price!
History of the Pub Quiz:
1. 24 January 2011 in Turkey - winning
team led by Joke van der Leeuw-Roord
2. 09 April 2011 in Poland - winning team
led by Peder Wiben
3. 13 October 2011 in Hungary - winning
team led by Chris Rowe
4. 17 January 2012 in Macedonia winning team led by Iljo Trajkovski
5. 4 April 2012 in Turkey - winning team
led by Tamara Eidelmann
6. 10 April 2013 in Germany - winning
team ‘Dream Team’
7. 3 April 2014 in Macedonia - winning
team ‘Bus number 1’

GALA DINNER
20.15 - 20.30 A classical performance with 2 students from the Helsingor Music School
prepatory class (MGK: Musical Ground Course) for musical academy:
Nikolai Vasili Nedergaard and Søren Christensen on violin and piano. Both
15 years of age.
20.30 - 22.00 Festive dinner
22.00 – 22.45 A jazz-session also with students from the MGK
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PROGRAMME
EDUCATING FOR DEMOCRACY

THURSDAY 23 APRIL
08.30 Departure from Konventum
09.00 School Visits in small groups in and around Helsingør, including Primary and Secondary School, Adult Education
School
SCHOOLS

11.30
11.45
12.00
12.30
13.30
16.00
19.00
20.30

GROUP 1

Secondary School Helsingør Gymnasium

www.helsingoer-gym.dk

GROUP 2

Secondary School Epergærde Gymnasium

www.eg-gym.dk

GROUP 3

Adult Education Nordsjælland

www.esnord.dk

GROUP 4

Primary School

GROUP 5

Primary School

Departure to International People’s College GROUP 2 and GROUP 4
Departure to International People’s College GROUP 1
Departure to International People’s College GROUP 3 and GROUP 5
Lunch at International People’s College
School Visit at International People’s College
Departure to Konventum by groups bus
Dinner
Political Café (see page 15)
Participants are welcome to propose and lead their own sessions.

International People’s College – Upper secondary school
At International Peoples College they educate global minds to become global citizens. The school does so by creating an
open and safe environment where they respect and seek to understand each other’s cultural and personal differences
while at the same time encouraging people to push boundaries. The subjects that are taught all figure under one of
three major topics - Global Challenges, Global Life and Living, and Global Tools for Change – and they span from African
Drum Dance, Choir, and Architecture and Design to Development Management, Political Philosophy, and Journalism.

The EUROCLIO Programme Historiana is an online educational
multimedia tool that offers students multi-perspective, cross-border
and comparative historical sources to supplement their national
history textbooks. The Historiana website offers a wide range of
learning activities, and high-qaulity sources that help students to get
familiar with the aspects of historical thinking. The module on World
War 1 is almost online so keep an eye on the site www.historiana.eu!
Historiana Programme Manager Steven Stegers will give a
presentation on Tuesday 21 April. If you have any questions feel
free to approach Steven Stegers or Judith Geerling during the
conference!
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PROGRAMME
DEMOCRACY IN PRACTICE

FRIDAY 24 APRIL
07.30
09.00
10.00
10.45

Departure from Konventum by bus
Guided tour at the Royal Reception Rooms
Group picture and walk to the Danish Parliament
Reception in the Danish Parliament, including guided tour on the history, Q&A with Danish Parliamentarians
in different groups
13.00 Thematic city walks lead by history teachers with the theme ‘The roads to democracy: A city walk which takes you
through stepping stones and decisive turning points in the history of democracy in Denmark from absolutism to the
state of democracy today’. [Including packed lunch]
15.00 Free afternoon and evening
21.00 Departure to Helsingør
Meeting point: Slotsholmgrade

Royal Reception Rooms

Danish Parliament

The Royal Reception Rooms at Christiansborg Palace in Copenhagen
are used by the Queen and the Prince Consort for official occasions.
These occasions include representative dinners in connection with
the official visit of foreign heads of state, the official New Year’s
Banquet, and for receiving newly appointed ambassadors when
they come to deliver their credentials. The Reception Rooms are
richly adorned with furniture and works of art rescued from the two
earlier palaces, as well as decorations by some of the best Danish
artists, such as Nikolaj Abraham Abildgaard, Christoffer Wilhelm
Eckersberg and Bjørn Nørgaard.

For more than 600 years a castle has been situated at Slotsholmen.
Meanwhile the form of government has changed from adelsvælde
(rule of nobility) to enevælde (absolutism) and since 1848
constitutional democary. The Danish Parliament is called the
Folketing. It is the legislative assembly in Denmark, which means
that it passes the Acts that apply in Denmark. The Folketing is also
responsible for adopting the state’s budgets, approving the state’s
accounts, exercising control of the Government and taking part in
international cooperation. At parliament we will have a guided tour
and walk with Bertel Haarder (MP, Venstre) who has been minister
of education, research and immigration for more than 20 years
and in addition that been a member of the European parliament.

FRIENDS OF EUROCLIO
The “Friends of EUROCLIO” Foundation has been created to support EUROCLIO’s work. The Foundation acts as a profile
and fundraising group, seeking creative and sustainable ways to fund new and exciting projects. The Foundation targets on
individual as well as on commercial and corporate donors.

Choose now to support the EUROCLIO Mission, and make a donation to the Foundation Friends of EUROCLIO.
Everybody needs Friends!

There is no minimum donation fee, you are free to decide on the level of your gift in euro, preferably on an annual basis.
Donations can be made through Bank transfer (IBAN: NL17INGB0000169223 - BIC: INGBNL2A) or PayPal on www.euroclio.eu
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PROGRAMME
CAN HERITAGE DEVELOP CITIZENSHIP?

SATURDAY 25 APRIL
08.30
09.00
12.30
13.30
14.00

Registration to the General Assembly
EUROCLIO General Assembly: all welcome, but only FULL members can vote
Lunch at Konventum
Departure from Konventum by group buses
Thematic visits
GROUP 1
GROUP 2

14.00 - 15.30
Kronborg Castle

National Museum of Science and Technology

Maritime Museum

Skibsklarergården

16.00 - 17.00
17.30
20.00

Departure to Hotel (meeting point TBC)
Gala Dinner (See page 15)

GROUP 1

Kronborg Castle
Kronborg Castle is one of the five Danish UNESCO heritage sites. The castle’s story dates back to
a stronghold, Krogen, built by King Eric VII in the early 15th Century. For more than 400 years the
Castle was a cornerstone of collecting the Sund Toll from ships travelling through the Sund. It
was also the legendary home of Ogier the Dane. Kronborg Castle is known all over the world as
Helsingør Castle and the setting for William Shakespeare’s tragedy Hamlet.
Maritime Museum
The Danish Maritime Museum was located at Kronborg Castle but moved to its present location
in 2013. Leaving the 60 year old dock walls untouched, the galleries are placed below ground
and arranged in a continuous loop around the dry dock walls – making the dock the centerpiece
of the exhibition – an open, outdoor area where visitors experience the scale of ship building.The
collections cover Danish trade and shipping from 1400 until the present.
GROUP 2

National Museum of Science and Technology
The National Museum of Science and Technology is located in a former Iron Foundry from the
1960s. In these big halls one will find the development in technology, science and industry. The
museum has a large collection of steam engines, inventions, electric appliances, bicycles, cars
and airplanes. A complete pewter workshop has been builtt inside the museum and you can
experience how Hans Christian Ørsted in 1820 discovered electromagnetism.
Skibsklarergården
The English translation of Skibsklarergården is something like “the place where the ships declare
the value of the goods so they can be taxed.” In this well-preserved house from the times of the
Sund toll participants will learn about this toll system and about shippers life during the 18th
and 19th century. Also you will hear the history of the Sund toll, which ended with the era of free
trade in 1857.

DEPARTURE OF PARTICIPANTS

SUNDAY 26 APRIL

ALL
DAY

Departures
Late departures can leave their luggage at the reception of the venue.
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PARTICIPANTS LIST
NAME
Gentian Dedja
Vahram Toqmajyan
Ioannis
Dimitrakopoulos
Maria Ecker
Volha Tsadko
Jan Blondeel
Sinead Fitzsimons
Francesco Scatigna
Gordon Eldridge
Senada Jusic
Maria Bosseva
Petya Georgieva
Dea Maric
Gulcin Ertac

COUNTRY
Albania
Armenia
Austria
Austria
Belarus
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
BosniaHerzegovina
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
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(SUBJECT TO CHANGES)

EMAIL
gentstefdedja@gmail.com
v.toqmajyan@gmail.com
ioannis.dimitrakopoulos@fra.
europa.eu
maria.ecker@erinnern.at

INSTITUTE
Elbasan
AAHE
Head of Equality and Citizens’ Rights Department European Union Agency
for Fundamental Rights
Historian at Erinnern.at

blondeel.j@kbs-frb.be
fitzsimons.sinead@gmail.com
francescoscat@gmail.com
gordoneldridge7@gmail.com

King Baudouin Foundation
International School of Brussels
Historiana Decisions and Dilemmas Editor
International School of Brussels

senadajusic@gmail.com
boseva2006@abv.bg
eustory_bg@yahoo.com
dea.maric@documenta.hr
gulcinertac@gmail.com
director@
Neela Winkelmann
Czech Republic memoryandconscience.eu
Helena Štajglová
Czech Republic helena.stajglova@seznam.cz
Olga Drapalova
Czech Republic olga.drapalova@csicr.cz
Allan Ahle
Denmark
aa@odder-gym.dk
abu@oerestadgym.dk
Anders Burman
Denmark
Anders Hassing
Denmark
aha@oegnet.dk
Benny Christensen
Denmark
bennyclio@gmail.com
bjorn@matsen.dk
Bjorn Matsen
Denmark
Birgitte Possing
Denmark
bp@sa.dk
Burkhard Sievers
Denmark
burkhardsievers@gmail.com
Camilla Grove Jensen Denmark
cgj@oegnet.dk
cv@kvuc.dk
Christian Vollmond
Denmark
Amalia Bonne
Denmark
db@post.ngg.dk
David Kyng
Denmark
dk@viby-gym.dk
frodalok@gmail.com
Kasper Froda Lok
Denmark
Peter Kragh
Denmark
ggpkr@greve-gym.dk
Heidi Eskelund
hekn@ud.dk
Knudsen
Denmark
Lars Henrikson
Denmark
ih@herning-gym.dk
jenny.strid@skolekom.dk
Jenny Strid
Denmark
Jens Dalsgaard
Denmark
jens.dalsgaard@uvm.dk
Jeppe Wernberg
Denmark
jnw@oegnet.dk
kle@gu-nuuk.gl
Klaus Engelbrechtsen Denmark
mbl@rysensteen.dk
Mads Blom
Denmark
Mikkel Kaels
Denmark
mik@oegnet.dk
Morten Smith-Hansen Denmark
mortensh72@gmail.com
NIKOLAJP@ps.au.dk
Nikolaj Petersen
Denmark
Peder Wiben
Denmark
pederwiben@gmail.com
Peter Walthersdorf
Frederiksen
Denmark
pwf@oegnet.dk
Gisleyg Merkelson
Denmark
rggi@roskilde-gym.dk
roe@fredericia-gym.dk
Rasmus Ostergaard
Denmark
si@vibkat.dk
Stine Isaksen
Denmark
Stine Egholm Jensen Denmark
stinej@hotmail.com
Trine Buchhave
Denmark
tbu@herning-gym.dk
tf@aurehoj.dk
Trine Finne Loo
Denmark
Soren Lind
Denmark
viglind@hotmail.com
Bo Lindgaard
Denmark
Jakob Lindgaard
Nielsen
Denmark
jn@hels-gym.dk
Klaus Bjerre
Denmark
klausbjerre19@gmail.com
evelintiiter@gmail.com
Evelin Tiiter
Estonia
Madis Somelar
Estonia
madissomelar@gmail.com
hannaylonen@hotmail.com
Hanna Ylönen
Finland
Riitta Mikkola
Finland
riitta.mikkola@nic.fi
Tatiana.milko@coe.int
Tatiana Milko
France
Manana Khavtasi
Georgia
mkhavtasi@yahoo.com

Bosnia HTA
Prosveta Publishing House
Values Foundation
NGO Documenta
Near East University
Platform of European Memory and Conscience
Teacher, Freelance
Inspector
Odder Gymnasium/DHTA
Ørestad Gymnasium
Ørestad Gymnasium
EUROCLIO Ambassador, Historiana
Aurehoj Gymnasium \ EUROCLIO Ambassador
Danish National Archives
Danish History Teacher’s association
Ørestad Gymnasium
Inspector of schools for history teaching in secondary education
Nordsjallands Grundskole & Gymnasium
Viby Gymnasium/DHTA
Ørestad Gymnasium
Greve Gymnasium
National Center for Promotion of History and Cultural Inheritage
Herning Gymnasium
Odense Katedralskole
Secretary - General, Danish National Commission for UNESCO
Ørestad Gymnasium
GU-Nuuk Gronland
Rysensteen Gymnasium
Ørestad Gymnasium
Ørestad Gymnasium
National center for udviklingsmidler
EUROCLIO Board Member
Ørestad Gymnasium
Roskilde Gymnasium
Fredericia Gymnasium
Viborg Katedralskole
Ørestad Gymnasium
Herning Gymnasium
Aurehoj Gymnasium
Aurehøj Gymnasium
Executive Editor-in-Chief at Politiken, the leading Danish daily
Helsingor Gymnasium
Danish HTA \ EUROCLIO Ambassador
Kadrina Secondary School
chairman of Estonian History and Civic Teachers` Association.
Association for Teachers of History and Social Studies in Finland
Karakallio School
Council of Europe
GAHE
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NAME
Katja Fausser
Maja Peterson
Markus MüllerHenning

COUNTRY
Germany
Germany

Miriam Hannig
Inka Siuts

Germany
Germany

Susanne Popp
Sylvia Semmet
Sven Tetzlaff
Maren Tribukait

Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

Ulrich Bongertmann
Gabriele Woidelko
Achilleas Ntellis
Panos Pirpiris
Sophia Pavlidou
Zsolt Vodli
Brynhildur Einarsdóttir
Clarence Edvin Glad
Hafsteinn Óskarsson
Loa Kristjansdottir
Margrét Haraldsdóttir
Sigmar Thormar
Meena Malhotra
Eyal Naveh
Shamir Yeger
Paolo Sterlicchi
Paolo Ceccoli
Renato Roda
Sungho Kang
Jung Moonyong
Samuel Lee
Aferdita Misimi
Danute Dūra
Edgars Berzins
Vitalijus Fursovas

Germany
Germany
Greece
Greece
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
India
Israel
Israel
Italy
Italy
Italy
Korea
Korea
Korea
Kosovo
Latvia
Latvia
Lithuania

Katerina Brentanou
Mire Mladenovski
Risto Nikoleski
Alexander Cutajar
Maia Mileac

Luxembourg
Macedonia
Macedonia
Malta
Moldova

Milos Mrvaljevic
Antoon De Baets
Annemiek Schrader
Aysel Gojayeva
Barbara Boender
Ben Kealey
Erwin Capitain
Gijs van Gaans
Huub Maas
Henk Bolk

Montenegro
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands

Germany

Ineke Veldhuis-Meester Netherlands
Jaco Stoop
Netherlands
Jan van der Leeuw
Netherlands
Jenny Gillett
Netherlands
Joke van der LeeuwRoord
Netherlands
Jonathan Even-Zohar Netherlands
Judith Geerling
Netherlands
Marjan de GrootReuvekamp
Netherlands
Priya Machado
Netherlands
Pascal Tak
Netherlands

EMAIL
fausser@koerber-stiftung.de
markus-mueller-henning@tonline.de
miriam.hannig@phil.uniaugsburg.de
susanne.popp@phil.uniaugsburg.de
Sylviasemmet@web.de
tribukait@gei.de
ulrich.bongertmann@t-online.
de
achilleas.ntellis@gmail.com
panos2000@gmail.com
spavlid@sch.gr
vodli.zsolt@gmail.com
brynhildure@msund.is
clarenceg@msund.is
hafsteinno@msund.is
LoaK@msund.is
margrethar@internet.is
sigmart@msund.is
meghsmal@gmail.com
enaveh@post.tau.ac.il
paolo.sterlik@alice.it
paoloceccoli@gmail.com
gcskang@gmail.com
moonhyub@hanmail.net
samuelee2310@gmail.com
aferdita_m@hotmail.com
danute@vsb.lv
edgars.berzins@auv.lv
kantavr@delfi.lt
katerina.brentanou@eurscmamer.lu
mire.mladenovski@gmail.com
ricenikole@gmail.com
alexandercutajar@gmail.com
maia.mileac@gmail.com
milosmrvaljevic.mne@gmail.
com
a.h.m.de.baets@rug.nl
a.schrader@kempel.nl
aysel@euroclio.eu
b.boender@niod.knaw.nl
ben@euroclio.eu
ecapitain@awbm.nl
g.vangaans@fontys.nl
h.maas@sintlucas.nl
henkbolk@gmail.com
inekeveldhuismeester@gmail.
com
jaco@euroclio.eu
jan@vanderleeuw.eu
jenny.gillett@ibo.org
joke@vanderleeuw.eu
jonathan@euroclio.eu
judith@euroclio.eu

INSTITUTE
Körber-Stiftung
Fédération des Maisons Franco-Allemandes
Carl-von-Ossietzky-Schule Wiesbaden
University of Augsburg
Körber-Stiftung
University of Augsburg
EUROCLIO Board Member
Körber-Stiftung
Georg Eckert Institute
Verband der Geschichtslehrer Deutschlands
Körber-Stiftung
Sofia: 1st Experimental Model Lyceum of Athens
School Consultant/Inspector
1st Model Experimental Senior High School of Athens - “Gennadeio”
Secondary School of University of West Hungary
Higher Education
Gymnasium School
Menntaskólnii við Sund
EUROCLIO Board Member
Menntaskólinn við Sund
School
The Seagull Foundation for the Arts
University of Tel Aviv
Zalman Shazar Center
ITIS “E.Mattei” Urbino
EUROCLIO Board Member
Fondazione per la Scuola - Compagnia di San Paolo
International History NGO
International NGO History Forum
President of History NGO Forum
School ‘Pjeter Bogdani
History Teachers’ Association of Latvia
Andrejs Upitis Skriveri Secondary School
Vilnius “Juventos” Gymnasium
European School Luxembourg II
EUROCLIO Board Member
Macedonia HTA
St. Benedict College Secondary School
ANTIM
HIPMONT
Groningen University
Helmond
EUROCLIO
Education and Outreach
EUROCLIO
EUROCLIO Board Member
Fontys University Applied Sciences
St. Lucas School
Lorenz Casimir Lyceum
EUROCLIO Ambassador
EUROCLIO
Former EUROCLIO Foundation Board Member
International Baccalaureate
EUROCLIO Founder and Special Advisor
EUROCLIO
EUROCLIO

m.degrootreuvekamp@fontys.nl EUROCLIO Board Member
mail@priyamachado.com
Anne Frank House
p.tak@fontys.nl
Fontys University Applied Sciences
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NAME
Sjef Schmiermann
Steven Stegers
Wim Kratsborn
Karsten Korbøl
Kirsten Meadow
Alicja Wancerz-Gluza
Jakub Lorenc
Jacek Staniszewski
Krzysztof Mrozowski
Miguel Barros
Luisa Black

COUNTRY
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Norway
Norway
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Portugal
Portugal

Sandra Pinheiro
Livia Ghiucuta
Alis Gusa
Natalia Kolyagina
Yulia Kushnereva
Marat Gibatdinov
Aleksandar Todosijevic
Zuzana Jezerska
Tibor Tóth
Matej Matkovic
Vojko Kunaver
Fernando Guirao
Luis Horrillo Sanchez
Ignacio Herrera de la
Muela
Zenita Johansson
Musica Mirjam
Semih Aktekin

Portugal
Romania
Romania
Russia
Russia
Russia
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Slovenia
Spain
Spain

Polina Verbytska

Ukraine
United
Kingdom
United
Kingdom
United
Kingdom
United
Kingdom
United
Kingdom
United
Kingdom
United States
United States
United States

Alun Morgan
Chris Rowe
Jon Nichol
Helen Snelson
John Hamer
Nicholas Tyldesley
Elazar Barkan
Emily Swafford
Karen Murphy

Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey

EMAIL
s.schmiermann@kempel.nl
steven@euroclio.eu
w.kratsborn@planet.nl
Kirsten.meadow@gmail.com
a.gluza@karta.org.pl
j.lorenc@gmail.com
j.staniszewski@ibe.edu.pl
k.mrozowski@ibe.edu.pl
aph@netcabo.pt
blackluisa@gmail.com
sandra_dc_pinheiro@hotmail.
com
livia_ghiurcuta@yahoo.com
a.gusa@ergonetwork.org
darsnk@yandex.ru
kushn@mail.ru
marmingi@mail.ru
acatod@gmail.com
tibusz66@gmail.com
matejmatkovic@yahoo.com
fernando.guirao@upf.edu
luis.horrillo@gmail.com
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INSTITUTE
Helmond
EUROCLIO
Westerbroek
HIFO / Fritt ord
Oslo high school
KARTA Center Foundation
Educational Research Institute
Educational Research Institute
Educational Research Institute
APH - ASSOCIAÇÃO DE PROFESSORES DE HISTÓRIA
Council of Europe
Colégio Vizela
History Teacher, Secondary School
Wall Free Europe Campaign Romania
Memorial International
Gymnasium 1567 \ EUROCLIO Ambassador
Tatarstan Academy of Sciences \ EUROCLIO Ambassador
Slovak Centre for Communication and Development
Hungarian Teaching Language of Šahy High School
Slovenian HTA
National pedagogic institute of Slovenia
Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Pradolongo High School

aretepraxis@bluewin.ch
semih.aktekin@gmail.com

REAL MAESTRANZA DE CABALLERÍA DE RONDA
Institute
HISTORIA
EUROCLIO Board Member
All-Ukrainian Association of Hisotry and Civic Education teachers \
EUROCLIO Ambassador

chris.history@btinternet.com

EUROCLIO Ambassador

heirnet@gmail.com

HEIRNET

hsnelson2@gmail.com

The Mount School, York

j.a.hamer@btinternet.com

Council of Europe

nickhistory25@gmail.com
eb2302@columbia.edu
eswafford@historians.org
karen_murphy@facing.org

Retired
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The conference is organized by EUROCLIO with a group of active history educators in Northern Ireland

More information coming in May on www.euroclio.eu

Compete
p
in the bid to host the next Annual Conference!

Are you determined to host one of the most significant
g
historyy education conferences in Europe?
p Participate
p
in the bidding for the

24th EUROCLIO Annual Conference Professional Development
opm
and Training Course in 2017!

Be the leading
g light
g of this significant
g
event
nt an
and bring
g hundreds of educators to yyour country,
y opening
p
g their minds to told
and untold stories, discovered and undiscovered culture, unforgettable experiences and valuable partnerships!

CONTACT
Jonathan Even-Zohar
jonathan@euroclio.eu
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